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Search Inside Yourself:
LEADERSHIP TRAINING

Description:
Originally developed by leading experts at Google, this program teaches
practical mindfulness, emotional intelligence and leadership tools to unlock
your full potential at work and in life.

Tovi incorporate's a specific focus on leadership in education at the classroom,
school and central office level. This training helps leaders and employees to
better understand themselves and work well with others—essential tools for
productivity and happiness. As clients and partners can confirm, happier
employees create better workplace ecosystems, which leads to improved
productivity.

This program has been implemented in dozens of organizations across
industries and around the world using highly practical and scientifically proven
methods of mental conditioning and attention training that improve overall
emotional intelligence and well being, resilience, creativity, communication,
productivity and personal and organizational leadership.

Curriculum:
• NEUROSCIENCE

• MINDFULNESS

• EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

• LEADERSHIP

LENGTH: 45-90 MINUTES

AV requirements: Large screen, projector, laptop, full PA
and surround sound system, and reliable internet access.
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Tovi brings her
expertise of equity &

inclusion and trauma-
responsiveness to this

training



About Tovi

Tovi serves as an expert leader in equity, integral self-mastery, trauma-informed
leadership, adult SEL and emotional literacy development for educators and other
leaders. She believes that in order to successfully transform schools, organizations,
and the cultures we lead, we must first successfully transform ourselves.

Her personal-story and professional-life of courage and resilience exemplifies this
as she models it for others. From her lived experience, Tovi teaches on what the
future of successful, resilient leadership will require. She boldly supports others in
dismantling barriers to equity, social justice, organizational/team dysfunction, poor
culture-climate, and wellness. Skillfully, Tovi creates interactive, reflective learning
experiences that transform both mindsets and behaviors that lead to more
peaceful, healthy, and effective schools and organizations where outcomes are
measurably improved and interactions are more whole-hearted.

"Thank you for teaching us the things that took you many
years to learn and understand so deeply. This could change
our district's culture."

- ACSA MEMBER

"Tovi, Thank you very much for your training. I felt it was
very helpful b/c you provided us with many practical tools
we can use on a daily basis. What I liked the most about
this training is that we got to practice the tools you shared
with us. The partner activity was difficult, but I appreciated
it."

- ILLINOIS DTL PARTICIPANT
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Tovi is a visionary, healer, author, and award-
winning educator with over 25 years of
leadership, healing and transformation work
experience. Her unique approach is rooted in
an empowerment-model to cultivate courage,
connection, and consciousness.


